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ABSTRACT

Electric sympathetic block the procedure whereby blockage of the

sympathetic nerve fiber is achieved by applying controlled electrical pulsespulse via

electrodeselectrode placed on the skin. An electric block of the sympathetic fiber can

occur with direct monophasic current to achieve an anodal block middle-

frequency Endosan current to effect sustained depolarization or an interferential

current to achieve fatiguing effect The physicsphysic and theoretical framework

underlyng the currentscurrent used in thisthi procedure will be reviewed.
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INTRODUCTION

Electric Sympathetic Block

At the cornerstone of basic science in the explanation of electrornedical

physiology and mechanism of action is the strength duration curve

which relatesrelate the strength of an electrical pulse to the length of time it

must be applied to tissue to produce response. As nerve becomesbecome
more or lessles excitable its strength duration curve shifts. ThisThi shift

demonstratesdemonstrate that the more stable the nerve membrane the greater the

stimulusstimulu necessary to depolarite it

The strength duration curve dependsdepend on both the characteristicscharacteristic of the

affected nerve fiber as well as the electrical impulse being applied.

Specific parametersaie required for an electrical impulse to be

selectively applied to specific type of nerve fiber. These parametersparameter are

dependent on the characteristicscharacteristic of that nerve fiber.2-3 VariablesVariable of the
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electrical impulse include pulse width inter-pulse interval frequency current or

voltage and waveform configuration. Other factorsfactor that affect the impulse include

the size shape. and placement of electrodeselectrode and impedance.34
Pulse charge can be defined as the amount of electrical energy delivered to the

tissue with each phase of each pulse. When pulse intensity and rate are constant

increased pulse duration will result in increasesincrease in pulse charge and average
current. ThusThu modifying the pulse duration doesdoe not change the depth of

penetration but rather affectsaffect the recruitment of nerve fibers. Increased pulse
duration recruitsrecruit fibersfiber of smaller diameter. With constart pulse duration and rate

increased intensity is associated ssith deeper penetration and recruitment of new
and deeper nerve fibers.4

Anodal Block

If direct rrtonophasic waveform is utilized instead of biphasic wave it is

possible to establish an anelectrotonic potential outside the nerve fiber membrane

to decrease nerve excitability. The result is an anodal blocking capability of that

waveform..

Current density is affected by electrode size depth of penetration. and tissue

impedance. The smaller the electrode the greater the density of current

concentration at that electrode. Depth of penetration is greater but current density

lessles with larger distancesdistance between electrodes. If larger interelectrode distancesdistance are

utilized greater tissue impedance is encountered and greater potential difference

between electrodeselectrode will be necessary to achieve an effective current density.3

In order to increase the current density under the anode smaller disc-shaped

electrode at the anode and larger oval-shaped cathode should be utilized. The

oval or oblong shape of the cathode causescause the field from the anode to fan out in

one place rather than in planesplane of another direction e.g. perpendicular to it
In order to affect the sympathetic chain electrode placement must be such that

the concentration of the current is sufficiently strong. ThisThi is accomplished by

placing electrodeselectrode on opposing surfacessurface of the body with the anode over the

sympathetic ganglia.3.63

The efficacy of nerve blocking dependsdepend on the amount of energy delivered to the

nerve fiber. large potential difference is necessary in order for the impulse to

crosscros through large impedances. ThisThi cart be achieved without the undesirable

effect of painful sensation during current flow if the duration of single stimuli is

limited to under 200 microsec thereby providing at least 50 to 100 timestime the

duration of the pulse width during the interval between pulsespulse when frequency

of 35 to 50 Hz is employed 3.9.1O

The electrical propertiespropertie of the strength duration curve as well as the physicsphysic of

waveform morphology and electrica pulse density place restrictionsrestriction on the pulse

parametersparameter that can be employed4fin anodal block Is desired and is delivered with

nonpainful stimulus. There are further restrictionsrestriction placed on the pulse parameter

if the sympathetic and fibersfiber are to be selectively affected. The characteristicscharacteristic of

these nerve fibersfiber are



I. No myclination. 4. Lunger refractory penod
2. Slow conduction. 3. Longer chronaxie values.

3. High threshold.

From these characteristicscharacteristic and through examination of strength duration curvescurve
it has been determined that the sympathetic and unmyelinated small-diameter

fiberr can be selectively recruited by impulsesimpulse of relatively large amplitude low

frequency and long duration. Parameter adjustmentsadjustment should include rate of

approximately 35 to 50 Hz pulse width of TOO to 200 microsec and amplitudesamplitude of

up to 30 mA..2.Z

In summary when direct monophasic waveform with duration of lessles than

200 microsec is applied in frequency range of 35 to 50 Hz with high mA or

voltage so as to obtain strong impulse by electrodeselectrode properly placed and of

markedly dissimilar size an electric sympathetic nerve block can be obtained

without the undesirable effect of painful sensation during current flow.19

Sustained Depolarization

The undesirable effect of painful sensation can also be avioded by utilizing

middle-frequency Endosant current to achieve the desired therapeutic effect. In

Ibi. irtcsttc dcvtii pt1LtcrdcIun is assureci as result ot the lower skin impedance
associated with the middle.frequency current and electrode size and placement.

An effective block can occur through sustained depolarization when continuouscontinuou

refractory state is achieved.fl.U

Electrically the skin and tissue layerslayer may be considered capacitors. The

impedance of capacitor increasesincrease as the applied frequency decreases. middle-

frequency Endosan current requiresrequire lessles energy to overcome the outer skin and

tissue barriersbarrier thusthu facilitating the delivery of more current to deeper tissues.3

To further ensure depth of penetration two electrodeselectrode are utilized on opposing
surfacessurface of the body thereby creating vector of current or summation field

between them. In accordance with the law of excitation all or nothing1 current

density is adequate if an action potential arises. As in the case of the anodal block

smaller electrode is placed over the sympathetic ganglia affected with Larger

electrode on the opposing body surface. ThisThi providesprovide the effect of further

increasing the current density at the ganglia where the block is desired.

Bipolar alternating currentscurrent of frequenciesfrequencie up to 1000 Hz stimulate according to

the principle of cathodal closure anelectrotonic inhibition and anodal opening
catelectrotonic stimulation. As the frequency of an alternating current becomesbecome
high enough to fall within the absolute refractory period of the nerve it can lead to

either occasional cathodal cLosure tetanustetanu or more commonly to the disappearance

of all excitation with continuouscontinuou refractory state Wedensky inhibition.t2

The Fatiguing Effect

When two different middle-frequency currentscurrent of approximately 4000 Hz are

utilized there can be criss-crossing of currents. ThisThi is referred to as an

intererential current. With interferential currentscurrent there can also be variation in the

electrode generating the current and the utilization of slightly different frequenciesfrequencie

between intersecting currents. The frequenciesfrequencie of the two currentscurrent may differ by as
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